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Ebola Crisis: Stepping
Stone to Fascism
Hitler Would Be Proud
In the spring of 2001, Richard Falkenrath, of the National Security Council and Harvard University, wrote a
revealing essay in International Security, a journal put
out by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He
noted: “Since the mid-1990s, the federal government
has engaged in preparing the United States for highly
destructive acts of terrorism, especially those involving chemical or biological weapons.” In such cases, said
Falkenrath, government would have “authority to take
the following actions”:
• Impose a state of emergency, including curfews;
• Compel people to remain in one location or move
to another, including temporary detention;
• Use the military for domestic law enforcement,
population control and mass logistics;
• Seize community and private property, such as
hospitals, utilities, medicines, vehicles, and transit centers, and compel the production of certain goods;
• Force individuals to undertake decontamination
procedures, take medicines, or be quarantined;
• Censor and control the media;
• Liberalize standards for conducting searches and
seizures;
• Dispose of deceased individuals;
• Compel civilian public servants to work anywhere
at any time.

PHILADELPHIA, October 23 — Over 60 West African workers and youth marched as part
of “Operation Crush Ebola.” In response to the anti-African racism breeding in their
neighborhoods, families staged a lively demonstration. One young girl carried a sign, “I am
a Guinean — not a virus.”
For the working class of West Africa, Ebola is a crisis. But for U.S. imperialists, the viral outbreak is

an opportunity — to extend their military influence, expand their domestic war powers, and
fuel the racism that exploits and divides workers
throughout the world. U.S. rulers are using Ebola
to accelerate their move to fascism, the stage of
capitalism where the veneer of social democracy
gives way to the naked reality of the bosses’ dictatorship. Only by imposing fascism on the working
class can the rulers militarize the U.S. and prepare
for the global war to come. Only through fascism
can they hope to stave off the challenge of imperialist rivals like China and Russia.

From cholera in Haiti to hurricanes in New
Orleans or New Jersey, “natural” disasters are in
fact caused by capitalism. The bosses’ drive for
profits — the essence of the capitalist system —
leads them to neglect infrastructure: roads, bridges, sea walls. When medical breakthroughs fail to
promise a high return on investment, they get ignored. On October 23, the New York Times reported that scientists in the U.S. and Canada had discovered a vaccine that was “100 percent effective
in protecting monkeys against the Ebola virus” —
nearly a decade ago. With adequate funding, the
life-saving product might have been licensed and
in use by 2010. Instead, it sat on the shelf.

Barack Obama’s response to Ebola involves just a
few of these measures, at least so far. And workers are
not yet turning en masse to Uncle Sam as savior and
protector, or signing up in droves for military service.
Nevertheless, the Ebola scare is a significant step toward full-blown fascism.

As Adrian Hill, co-director of Oxford University’s vaccine program, told the Independent
(9/7/14):
Well, who makes vaccines? Today, commercial vaccine supply is monopolised by four
or five mega-companies — GSK, Sanofi,
Merck, Pfizer — some of the biggest companies in the world.
“The problem with that is, even if you’ve got
a way of making a vaccine, unless there’s a
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OUR FIGHT
LProgressive Labor Party (PLP) fights to
destroy capitalism and the dictatorship of
the capitalist class. We organize workers,
soldiers and youth into a revolutionary movement for communism.
LOnly the dictatorship of the working
class — communism — can provide a lasting
solution to the disaster that is today’s world
for billions of people. This cannot be done
through electoral politics, but requires a
revolutionary movement and a mass Red
Army led by PLP.
LWorldwide capitalism, in its relentless
drive for profit, inevitably leads to war, fascism, poverty, disease, starvation and environmental destruction. The capitalist class,
through its state power — governments,
armies, police, schools and culture — maintains a dictatorship over the world’s workers. The capitalist dictatorship supports,
and is supported by, the anti-working-class
ideologies of racism, sexism, nationalism,
individualism and religion.
LWhile the bosses and their mouthpieces
claim “communism is dead,” capitalism
is the real failure for billions worldwide.
Capitalism returned to Russia and China
because socialism retained many aspects of
the profit system, like wages and privileges.
Russia and China did not establish communism.
LCommunism means working collectively to
build a worker-run society. We will abolish
work for wages, money and profits. While
capitalism needs unemployment,
communism needs everyone to contribute
and share in society’s benefits and burdens.
LCommunism means abolishing racism and
the concept of “race.” Capitalism uses racism to super-exploit black, Latino, Asian and
indigenous workers, and to divide the entire
working class.
LCommunism means abolishing the special
oppression of women — sexism — and
divisive gender roles created by the class
society.
LCommunism means abolishing nations
and nationalism. One international working
class, one world, one Party.
LCommunism means that the minds of
millions of workers must become free from
religion’s false promises, unscientific thinking and poisonous ideology. Communism will
triumph when the masses of workers can
use the science of dialectical materialism to
understand, analyze and change the world
to meet their needs and aspirations.
LCommunism means the Party leads every
aspect of society. For this to work, millions
of workers — eventually everyone — must
become communist organizers. Join Us!
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Editorial

Ebola Crisis: Stepping Stone
to Fascism
Continued from front page
big market, it’s not worth the while of a megacompany …. There was no business case to
make an Ebola vaccine for the people who needed it most …. It’s a market failure.
Even now, as overblown panic in developed countries has triggered a push for a vaccine, U.S. bosses
have no incentive or plan to relieve workers from the
miseries of capitalism. To date, Ebola has afflicted
about 10,000 people in West Africa. Hundreds of thousands more are fleeing the outbreak and its economic
dislocation. But despite the scale of this suffering, it
pales next to the malnutrition that is “directly or indirectly responsible for 3.5 million child deaths every
year, in sub-Saharan Africa,” according to the United
Nations. From 1992 to 2012, the World Hunger Education Service noted, “the number of hungry grew in
Africa … from 175 million to 239 million.”
Africa’s deadliest scourge is starvation, essentially
death by poverty and the profit system.

Oil and M-16s
U.S. bosses and their puppet, President Barack
Obama, are using Ebola to get the jump on China and
Russia in exploiting oil and gas reserves in the affected region. ExxonMobil, Chevron and Anadarko Petroleum all have offshore operations in Sierra Leone and
Liberia, where reserves have been estimated in excess
of one billion barrels (Reuters Africa, 11/03/09). It’s
likely no coincidence that Obama is sending in thousands of troops: “The U.S. military presence in West Africa [now 900] is expected … to climb to 3,900 in coming weeks” (Washington Post, 10/26/14). Meanwhile,
a public relations competition is in full swing. As the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), U.S. imperialism’s
top think tank, pointed out:
The United States pledged $350 million [to a UN
Ebola aid fund]; the UK has committed $200 million.... Chinese and Russian donations have been
notably low: China has pledged around $50 million and Russia has contributed $1 million (CFR
website, 10/24/14).
Foreign aid is a basic tool of imperialism. France is
contributing $88 million to the Ebola cause to re-colonize Guinea, a former possession. Britain is focused on
its former colony, Sierra Leone. Liberia — founded by
ex-slaves deported by U.S. racists and home to a vast
Firestone rubber plantation — occupies Washington’s
attention.

How the Bosses Use Ebola
Domestically, Ebola helps U.S. imperialists planning for a potential World War III by furnishing grounds
for tighter, more militarized government control, especially of people’s movements. Several states have
enforced quarantines of healthy medical workers returning from West Africa. In addition, Obama “has ordered the Department of Defense to form a 30-member military medical quick strike team that can deploy
quickly — within 72 hours — to any new outbreaks of
Ebola in the U.S.” (Global Research, 10/23/14).
By contrast, the capitalist health system has virtually no plan in place to treat Ebola in U.S. hospitals,
leaving nurses and other healthcare workers either
unprepared or scared away by the bosses’ media hysteria. Even so, some workers are fighting back. A protest in Dallas, in front of the hospital where a worker
from Liberia died, called for justice for this victim of
capitalist neglect.
Politicians from both parties have proposed a
travel ban from West Africa, a move that would only
discourage healthcare workers from going to treat
patients there. The rulers are also stoking racist fear of
African immigrant workers, who live in fear of being
quarantined or deported (see page 4). Their children
are bullied in school; their neighborhoods are terrorized. U.S. imperialists know Ebola is not the apocalypse. They are using the disease to gauge the limits
of their ability to extend fascism.
U.S. rulers would love nothing more than a true
pandemic to blame on a foreign enemy and galvanize U.S. workers toward war. The bosses had hoped
to use 9/11 to that end but fell short, in part because
a one-time attack failed to force workers to fall back
on the state for their protection. An acute, long-term
health threat could be more effective in this respect.
It’s worth noting that before 9/11, U.S. ruling-class
planners were preparing mainly for bioterrorism and
their own fascist counter-moves (see box).

Communism: The Best Medicine
Under capitalism, the working class cannot escape
the lethal deficiencies of a profit-driven health system. Communism — a system run by and for workers, without profits or bosses — would prevent many
diseases by eradicating their underlying causes. It
would cope with unforeseen outbreaks by using science in the service of the masses. The Chinese Revolution eliminated parasitic afflictions like schistosomiasis. It organized masses of “barefoot doctors” who,
with proper training, were sent to the countryside to
treat and contain curable illnesses. By organizing the
masses, China ended the destructive flooding of rivers. Famine and malnutrition, facts of life for workers
and peasants for centuries, became things of the past.
Unfortunately, the abandonment of communist goals
and the pursuit of capitalist profit in China have eroded those landmark advances.

Stamp Out the Disease of Capitalism!
Progressive Labor Party is fighting for a society
run by the working class, one that will eliminate profit
for all time. The reversals of the Soviet and Chinese
revolutions have taught us the dangers of vestiges of
capitalism, like the wage system and privileged elites.
Freed from profits or bosses, a communist society
will put the working class first. Food and water will
be shared. And racism—a source of most of today’s
threats to workers’ health—will be outlawed.
In short, communism will eliminate the most dangerous disease of all — capitalism. So join the fight
to destroy the profit system and build the Progressive
Labor Party!J
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Apartheid Grows in Brooklyn

Students, Parents & Teachers Fight Back
How to Smash Racism

Brooklyn, NY, October 10 — Over 200 high school
students, parents, teachers and community members
filled the cafeteria at John Jay Campus in Park Slope tonight for a town hall against racism. Student after student spoke of the daily attacks they faced, mainly from
the New York Police Department and school safety officers. The event was sparked by the latest “crime” of
Hanging-Out-While-Black-or-Latin on a street corner in
this gentrified, mostly white neighborhood.

the town hall.

Several weeks ago, a neighborhood resident witnessed the kkkops following and eventually driving out
a group of black and Latin students who were socializing on a public sidewalk. She went to a community
board meeting and blasted the cops’ commander. The
officer responded that the teenagers shouldn’t be there
if they weren’t playing basketball or soccer or “doing
something productive in the neighborhood.”

At the town hall meeting, as a man in charge of
John Jay’s school safety agents approached the mic,
the kids started to jeer and boo. He tried to get support by saying that his staff of safety agents was mainly
black and Latin, but this appeal to nationalism didn’t
work. The students shouted, “So what? They still harass
us!”

Apartheid in Brooklyn
This blatant support of apartheid policies angered
John Jay students, parents and teachers, who had recently rallied against the racist murder of Mike Brown
in Ferguson, Missouri. They are building a movement
against racism in Park Slope and in and around John
Jay, and were ready to respond to this latest attack. The
student government and PTA at one of the four schools
on the campus immediately took action by organizing

Students spoke of their daily run-ins with cops and
local businesspeople, who make it clear that the teenagers aren’t wanted in the neighborhood. When John
Jay students go to neighborhood parks, cops park
nearby to watch their every move. Under orders from
the NYPD, school safety agents follow suit, yelling and
shoving the kids to leave the neighborhood and go
home immediately after school.

This bosses’ lackey claimed he had no idea what
was happening at John Jay and that our campus
might need new agents. He was booed again, because
several students from other New York public schools
came with the same complaints about the NYPD and
school safety. The town hall made one thing clear:
While black and Latin students in New York face the
brunt of attacks by the NYPD, school safety agents and
the city’s Department of Education, all youth are being
attacked across the city. We are all hurt by racism.

Hundreds Pack Courts Against
Racist NYPD Raids

The town hall raised big questions. Why are black
and Latin youth targeted for this abuse? What can we
do to end racism for good? Members of Progressive
Labor Party struggled for those involved to understand
that racism is inherent to capitalism, and therefore can
only be destroyed through communist revolution. We
have a long way to go in winning that big struggle. But
the small class struggle we are waging brings us one
step closer each day.
Several family members of people murdered by the
NYPD attended the town hall, and one of them spoke
about the oppressive role of police in this society, and
how students’ and workers’ rights are non-existent in
the current period of war and fascism. A call was made
to follow up the meeting with a march to the local police precinct. Most who attended left with a copy of
CHALLENGE.
The ruling-class need for racism will continue to
provide opportunities to unite workers in sharp struggles around these issues. The growing network of families and friends of victims of police murders, combined
with the leadership shown by young black and Latin
students at this event, is a force to be reckoned with.
The fight for a world without racism will advance by
building PLP and the fight for a communist world.J

LA to Ferguson —
Fight Back vs. KKKops
As soon as I got off the plane from Los Angeles in St.
Louis for the Ferguson October weekend, I was picked up
and taken straight to the demonstration against racism.
Over one hundred were marching and we in Progressive
Labor Party (PLP) were there with a large bullhorn, a vivid
banner and militant chants.
Chants like “Who do we want? Darren Wilson. How do
we want him? Dead. They left Mike Brown dead” were yelled.
The following day we attended a showing of a documentary of the work which the group Lost Voices has been
involved in since the Ferguson kkkop Darren Wilson murdered Mike Brown. Near the end of the documentary a
member of Lost Voices came in, interrupted the movie and
said “We gotta go downstairs. The cops got the homie in the
parking lot.” Everyone got up and went downstairs. Multiple
cops had one car trapped in a parking stall. People yelled
“What did they do?” The protesters, now a crowd of about
50, started chanting “Hey hey! Ho ho! These killer cops have
got to go!” As the chanting become louder the cops backed
down and the protesters moved up. Finally the cops got in
their cars and drove off.

NEW YORK CITY, October 16 — Fighting back
against the fascist jailing of 39 young people arrested in a violent police raid on the Grant and Manhattanville public housing projects last June, over a
100 protesters, including 60 Columbia students and
about 40 others, showed up at the court hearing today. There were so many, the hearing was shifted to
a smaller courtroom at the last minute, just to keep
them out!
The arrested youths haven’t been charged with
actual crimes, only with conspiracy. Their arrests
were a full-scale racist assault, as the cops swarmed
the projects on 125th St, complete with helicopters,
bashing down doors, trashing apartments, intimidating grandmothers and toddlers, seeking to arrest 103 indicted young people. Bail was set so high
that no one was able to post it, which has meant
four months in jail with no trial.
These projects house poor, black residents and
provide shoddy services and almost no recreational
facilities. Young people go to failing schools without after-school programs and have few job opportunities or organized activities.
Rather than providing any kind of services, or
even repairing and maintaining apartments, the
rulers and their NYPD spent three years planning
this raid, searching cell phone data and social media
to find connections between kids to present as evidence of conspiracies! At the hearing for the first 37,
all were sent back to jail for another two months—
and the prosecution is offering them “deals” involv-

ing twelve to fourteen year prison sentences.
A positive development is the growing unity
among parents in the projects, a local church and
students at nearby Columbia University. The students joined community and church members in
a demonstration and press conference outside the
courthouse and and inside as well. With not even
enough room for all the families to sit, the students
took up a vigil in the hall outside the courtroom for
three hours. Both lawyers and parents came out to
say thanks — the support is very important. Hearings for another group of arrestees is next week,
and we will return to support them too.
Parents and some students will also continue to
gather in the local church in which we have been
active for many years to build this struggle and
to demand that Columbia University live up to its
promise to donate $17 million for projects the community wants, in compensation for Columbia’s massive expansion into Harlem.
As we have seen in Ferguson and on Staten Island, the ruling class and their police servants are
out for blood, and the degree of force and intimidation is escalating rapidly. As conditions for workers worsen and wars increase, rebellion that unifies
workers, the unemployed and students is needed
— and it’s beginning to grow. With communist
leadership, that rebellion will lead to revolution,
and to a future where the working class rules on its
own behalf.J

Afterwards, we finished watching the documentary
and started a conversation with a young man who is one
of the leaders of Lost Voices about capitalists who own the
means of production and how they are the real enemies. We
talked about CEOs, the cops and the federal government
that make up their murder squads, and their whole state apparatus. They all have the blood of millions of working-class
people on their hands.
Comrades also went door to door in two different apartment complexes. One was the complex where Mike Brown
was murdered. The response was great. Many people took
Challenge, and contacts were made.
Striking while the iron was hot, we spoke with a woman,
a cashier, and security guard inside a convenience store.
The woman was stunned by the fact that I flew to Ferguson
from LA to join the fightback and stand in solidarity with my
working-class brothers and sisters. I asked a comrade to run
outside and grab a few Challenges for the woman, the
cashier, and the security guard. He came back and handed
the workers and the woman Challenge. We told them
who we were and why we were there and asked them see to
read Our Fight on page 2 of CHALLENGE.
The last night we were there, hundreds of students occupied St. Louis University. The students sent out mass texts,
and tweets, asking for food, blankets, and water because
they were ready to hold the college for days.
All of this fightback by the workers and students in Missouri has inspired me. These are the class struggles we in
PLP have to be involved in and I’m glad I was there. When
I return home, I’m going to give talks at various colleges in
the area about the fightbacks against the racist pigs and the
system for which they murder us to protect.
Young Red
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Workers Blast NYC Ebola Plan
STATEN ISLAND, NY, October 17 — “You haven’t
answered any of my questions!” an angry nurse shouted at Mary Bassett, the New York City’s health commissioner. The subject was Ebola — and the surge of racism that is scapegoating immigrants for the failures of
capitalism in containing this disease.
At an overflow town hall meeting in “Little Liberia,”
home to thousands of residents from Liberia, Sierra
Leone, and Guinea, many spoke of how teachers were
sending their children home merely for being West African, or refusing to ride in the same elevator. Some local
healthcare professionals have called for an indefinite
ban on flights from the three affected countries, or a
quarantine of the entire neighborhood!
The first question to Bassett, an appointee of liberal
Mayor Bill DeBlasio, came from a nurse born and raised
in Sierra Leone: Why had the city failed to follow Center
for Disease Control (CDC) guidelines to protect those
assigned to treat Ebola patients with proper gear?
When the commissioner hedged on her answer, and
the nurse kept pressing her, security tried to take the
microphone away.
The event was packed with television cameras, reporters and police. It started late, with city, state, and
federal politicians wasting the first hour by repeating
that New York is a city of immigrants, and that immigrants have nothing to fear. The commissioner had
nothing useful to say beyond stating that anyone with
“Ebola-like symptoms” should somehow get to the designated “Ebola Center” at Bellevue Hospital in Manhattan.
The hundreds of West African immigrants loudly
asked why a center wasn’t on Staten Island. As a matter
of fact, why haven’t Ebola Centers been created in every borough to care for residents who may be exposed?
One man received thunderous applause when he
asked why the government couldn’t send vans or buses
to reach residents who may be too afraid to step foot
outside their homes, especially those with documentation issues who do not trust the government. The city

representatives’ only response was to tell people to
keep checking the CDC’s website for updates.
New York is about as prepared for Ebola as it was for
Hurricane Sandy, another “natural” event turned into
a disaster by capitalism. To the bosses, working-class
lives are worth little, whether we are threatened by imperialist war, racist police terror or a viral epidemic.

Profits Over Cures
The Ebola Virus Disease (EVD), also known as Ebola
Hemorrhagic Fever (EHF), is an infectious, aggressive
virus with a high mortality rate. It was first identified in
1976, and experts remain unclear on its origins. Until
this year, Ebola vaccine development was considered a
high-cost, low-profit investment.
Anthony Fauci, head of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, explains that even small,
poorly funded labs have made tremendous progress
in developing Ebola antibody therapies, including five
candidate vaccines that successfully protected non-human primates from Ebola. But the large pharmaceutical
companies, Fauci noted, showed no interest: “To develop a vaccine that treats little outbreaks every thirty or
forty years — well, that’s not much incentive” (Scientific
American, 7/30/14).
Contrast this murderous indifference of capitalist
medicine to the communist society envisioned by Progressive Labor Party, where money will be abolished
and scientists will work to save all workers’ lives.

Imperialism Bred Ebola Crisis
The Ebola outbreak is in a region where the capitalist health infrastructure has been decimated, partly
due to two civil wars in Liberia. These conflicts were the
product of U.S. imperialism, which divided the majority
indigenous Krahn people and the descendants of 19thcentury U.S. slaves. With the backing of U.S. President
James Monroe, the newcomers colonized Monrovia
and helped secure business relations with the U.S. ruling class. More recently, dogfighting capitalist factions

have used child soldiers to help them murder hundreds
of thousands of workers. Millions more were displaced
into refugee camps, perfect breeding grounds for Ebola. As for the long-term impact, the capitalist mouthpiece Financial Times suggested that the economic
impact could ultimately kill more than the virus itelf, as
workers flee farmlands and mining, timber and rubber
companies suspend operations (FT, 10/09/14).
None of this history was lost on the audience packing the hall in Staten Island. The event got even hotter
when a paramedic denounced the rise in racism against
people from West Africa and the row of complicit politicians seated in the front row. He exposed the myth that
the city is “one happy family” by pointing out that the
last ten years have seen twelve city hospitals serving
black and Latin workers shut down.
He also said, “We’re standing two miles from where
Eric Garner was strangled to death by racist killer cops.
That’s the city we live in, and we as working people
need to unite!” The audience cheered and responded,
“That’s right!” Some rose to their feet.
After volunteering to help spread public awareness about Ebola, the paramedic finished by saying, “As
members of the international working class, whether
you’re from Liberia, Guinea, Sierra Leone, or Staten Island, we need an international, multiracial, anti-racist
movement to fight back like Ferguson did against racism and Ebola!”
The audience cheered, the politicians were furious,
and the cops looked uncomfortable and angry. Outside, after the meeting, a lively discussion connected
the Ebola outbreak to the imperialist-backed civil wars
that have shattered Liberia and Sierra Leone. More
than a dozen men and women from the neighborhood
shared their experiences, from their lives in their home
countries to the racism they’ve experienced in New
York. When someone mentioned the need to build a
movement to fight back, one woman said, “Now we’re
talking about revolution!” J

Profs Fight for Contract

Chancellor Lives It Up,
Students Pay
The PSC continues
to mislead its rank and
file by relying on electoral politics. Bowen addressed the crowd, stating they must continue to
pressure the new CUNY
Chancellor James B. Milliken to put a financial offer on the table. (Milliken
makes $670,000 a year,
which doesn’t include
his new car, driver, and
his $3.7 million house
paid by tuition hikes and
budget cuts.) PSC members have been working
for four years without a
new contract.

NEW YORK CITY, October 21 — “They say cut
back, we say fight back!” “What do we want? A raise!
When do we want it? Now!”
Workers of the Professional Staff Congress (PSC) of
City University of New York (CUNY) packed the Board
of Trustees meeting on September 29. To enter, they
first had to be stopped-and-frisked by campus police,
a policy too familiar for black and Latin students. Chairman Benno Schmidt, known nationally for his defense
of “freedom of expression,” threatened the protesters
with being removed by campus cops if they continue
to speak out. The meeting proceeded. Fifteen minutes
later, PSC president Barbara Bowen signaled for the 100
protesters to chant and walk out. They rejoined 800
protesters outside the building.

Today, 500 protesters again assembled to
demand a raise. At the
union meeting, three officers spoke for a total of
nearly one hour. No time was allocated for questions
and answers from the workers. One worker said, “I
didn’t learn anything. They don’t seem to have much
of a strategy.” Because the PSC endorsed then liberal
Mayoral Candidate Bill de Blasio, we are told we have
gained “political capital” with his election.
It is unlikely de Blasio will give PSC a better deal
than the contracts that the United Federation of Teachers (UFT) and the city workers District Council 37 recently received. Democratic Governor Andrew Cuomo
controls the larger portion of CUNY’s funding. He had
forced a contract on State University of New York professors that required them to pay more for healthcare.
On the way to CUNY’s central office, protesters passed

by Cuomo’s office but didn’t rally there. Go figure!

Unionist or Communist
Leadership?
Some rank and filers argue that at least the PSC
leaders are taking to the streets whereas most city and
state worker unions have rolled over and accepted contracts without a semblance of fighting back. Whether or
not PSC gains a new contract, its workers will continue
to be exploited. Unions today are a tool to discipline
and control the working class (read: coming fascism).
Unions serve the dominant liberal wing of the bosses,
whose imperialist ambitions lie in combating rivals China and Russia. Workers’ living conditions will continue
to deteriorate, and it is up to the politicians and unions
to sell us this new fascist normal.
PLP has long said that workers cannot fight the
bosses if we play by their rules. The Taylor Law forbids government workers in New York from striking or
even taking work actions. In 1966, transit workers defied the Condon-Wadlin Act with a strike! The Act would
penalize workers who went on strike with firings and
a three-year pay freeze. Those workers defied the law
without immediate repercussions. CUNY workers can
learn from history and challenge the Taylor law today.
To do this, workers need the support of CUNY’s 250,000
students and other city workers.
Despite internal struggle, the PSC leadership has
never had a real program to ally with students. Only
with communist leadership can we build a real workerstudent alliance to fight the union misleaders, CUNY
bosses, and politicians. Many CUNY workers are open
to communist ideas. Nearly 200 CHALLENGEs were
distributed in total. It is up to PLP workers inside the
union and PLP students in CUNY to steer this bartering
struggle into one exposing the inevitable decay of capitalism. Only viable option is to fight for a communist
revolution.J
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Mexico:
Bosses Plan Detroit
‘Comeback’ with No Workers 60,000 March
DETROIT, MI, October 10 — Today, Wayne
County, which includes the city of Detroit, announced
it would initiate tax foreclosures on almost 80,000
homes in the city. This follows a racist massive water
shut-off for tens of thousands of residents which began last summer and continues today as a judge has
lifted a moratorium on the shut-offs despite international outcry from human rights organizations.

According to census and school enrolment data,
Detroit’s population has dropped to about 600,000,
down by more than 400,000 in the last 14 years. At
an average of four people in each home, times 80,000
foreclosures, the math does not look good for the remaining residents who are 80 percent black but also
Arab, Latin, and white. If this looks like a mass evacuation of the city, that’s because it is.
Detroit’s new capitalist rulers took over during the
population exodus that was triggered by the collapse
of the domestic auto industry and accelerated by the
financial crisis that put GM and Chrysler in bankruptcy.
They are on a privatization binge, and no longer want
to provide city services to the remaining working-class
residents. That’s why billionaire Dan Gilbert, the owner
of Quicken Loans and the Cleveland Cavaliers, and his
business cronies bought 100 police cars and ambulances to serve the mainly gentrifying downtown core.
Meanwhile, workers in the outer neighbourhoods that
make up 80 percent of the population, die waiting for

ambulances and fire trucks to arrive. Ageing, unmaintained fire trucks break down regularly on the way to
fires (arson is rampant), and ambulance wait times for
severe trauma victims can be as high as an hour. Many
of the streetlights don’t work, roads are blocked with
debris and the entire city is overrun with 80,000 vacant, burnt out, graffiti-covered buildings.
Yet money will be siphoned out of the public
schools to finance a new $650 million hockey stadium for the billionaire Ilitch family. The city is still run
by the Governor’s appointed crony, Emergency Manager Kevin Orr, which is why many Detroiters boycott
paying their property taxes. And with grinding mass
poverty and unemployment, many cannot afford the
taxes anyway.

Vacant houses and empty lots can be highly valuable capitalist investment opportunities. This is part of
a long-range plan called the Detroit Future City Strategic Framework (DFCSF), a massive land-grabbing
scheme being marketed as the “Detroit comeback.”
While the DFCSF backers showcase urban gardens,
charter schools, “experimental” small businesses and
self-righteous hipsters, the real beneficiaries will be
a handful of billionaires. The working class isn’t even
in the picture. Detroit was once the center of world
industry and class struggle. Its ruins reflect the decay
and decline of U.S. imperialism. Among these ruins, we
are rebuilding the revolutionary communist PLP.J

CUNY Students:
No Center, No Peace

from 22 percent in 2008 to 19 percent today.
However, tuition and the end to open
admissions were met with mass, militant
protests of thousands of CUNY students,
who have continued over the years to
fight repeated tuition hikes. One of the
reasons that the Morales-Shakur Center
was taken away was to deny students a
space to organize.

Fifty students, professors and community members
rallied on October 20 at City College, part of the City
University of New York (CUNY), to demand that the Morales-Shakur Center be returned to students who had it
stolen from them. One year ago today, without notice,
university police seized the Center — which for years
had been an important meeting space for students who
fight back — as well as thousands of dollars worth of
personal property, which still hasn’t been returned.
One student after another spoke eloquently and
passionately about what the Center meant to them. It
was a place for women students to share their experiences of sexual harassment and discrimination, a space
for black and Latin students to talk about the racism
they encountered at college and in their communities,
and was a vitally important site for organizing — planning forums and demonstrations, writing flyers, and
having political discussions. Members of the community used the Center as well, to plan campaigns against
gentrification and police brutality.
In between each speech we chanted, “No center,
no peace!” and “We will fight! We will dream! We’re not
cogs in your machine!” One faculty member reminded
students that open admissions was won at the City University in 1969 through militant struggle, the seizure of
buildings on CCNY’s South Campus, abutting Harlem.
By the early 1990s, CUNY was awarding more Master’s
degrees to black and Latin candidates than any university in the country. But then the racist reversal began,
first with the imposition of tuition in 1976 and then with
the ending of open admissions in 1999. The percentage
of first-year black students at five of the senior CUNY
colleges dropped from 17 to 10 percent from 2001 to
today, while the percentage of new Latin students went

Another faculty member pointed to
a second reason. CUNY administrators
eagerly brought Reserve Officer Training Core (ROTC) back to City College, an
officer-training program that prepares
recruits — in its words — “to master the
fundamentals of following orders.” These
orders are to violently occupy and control
countries for the benefit of U.S. corporate
interests. Five million Asians were slaughtered in Korea in the 1950’s and Vietnam
in the 1960’s; My Lai in Vietnam was one
of many places where U.S. soldiers followed orders to
“kill anything that moves.” More recently, soldiers and
officers followed orders that resulted in the deaths of
hundreds of thousands of people in Iraq and Afghanistan.
In contrast, the Center was a place where black,
Latin, Asian and white students, men and women, gay
and straight, came together to challenge authority and
the capitalist status quo. Because it was a center of independent thought and activity, CUNY officials couldn’t
tolerate it. It was a threat to their plans to militarize the
campus (which includes instituting ROTC and military
recruiters, conducting war research and having war
criminal David Petraeus teach a seminar class), and to
drive students from poorer families out of college with
rising tuition. The faculty speaker mentioned that the
PSC — the faculty and staff union — recently passed a
resolution calling for ROTC to be removed from CUNY.
A former member of the Black Panther Party then
told of his experiences in the Marines, where boot camp
shamed recruits into thinking they were stupid and
worthless, in order to make them ready to blindly follow orders. His message to the students was: you’re intelligent and valuable people, capable of fighting for a
society not dominated by the “fascist 1percent.”
We agree, but to make that a reality we need to
build a mass revolutionary communist party, which is
what we in the Progressive Labor Party are doing. We
invite CCNY students and other activists to come to the
PLP College Conference on November 8 and discuss
how we’re going to fight for this new world.

in Solidarity
with Student
Strikes

MEXICO, September 30 — Students from
different colleges that are part of the National
Polytechnic Institute (IPN) in Mexico went on an
indefinite strike and led a large demonstration of
more than 60,000 students and workers from several universities to support this struggle. On September 24, the former General Director of the IPN
had imposed new study guides and regulations,
which not only undermine IPN student rights but
also open the door to make higher education
more technocratic and reduce the quality of education at the intermediate level. In addition, these
changes not only affect students but also teachers and workers in general.
In spite of the significance of the demonstration, the IPN General Director failed to respond.
The government Secretariat immediately agreed
to a dialogue, and promised to give a positive response to students. Politicians, however, such as
Osorio Chong, Government Secretary, and the
parties they represent, are the capitalist class’s
loyal servants, and always advance their class interests over those of the working class. Proof of
that is the “Human Resources Strategic Program
for Energy Matters.” Public Education Secretary
Emilio Chuayffet and the officials Pedro Joaquin
Coldwell (Economy Secretary) and Emilio Lozoya
(PEMEX) claimed, “we must train 135,000 energy
experts in the next four year.” However, “8 out of
10 graduates will have technical profiles or vocational careers, while 20 percent will have higher
training or postgraduate education.” To respond
to the demand for qualified cheap labor the federal government will offer 60 yearly “scholarships”
and will transform educational curriculums… (Eje
Central.com.mx 10-9-2014)
The attacks on education are not only taking
place at IPN and other universities in Mexico, but
all around the world. Students in Spain are fighting against cuts in education and education reform at the high school, college, university and
polytechnic level (La Jornada, 3-28-2014).
In Chile students are fighting for a free, quality and public education (Pacarina del Sur: revista
de pensamiento crítico latinoamericano, 10-122014).
The objective of the capitalist class is to privatize education, which means that a handful of millionaires will own the educational system to turn
it into a commodity. Primarily, education is also
the most important means of exerting ideological
control of the workers; public and private universities are capitalist ideological factories.
The imperialists and their governments are
not willing to invest more in education; the money, product of the taxes all workers pay, is used to
purchase weapons and hire soldiers to fight for
the control of markets through wars with other
countries. Imperialists, after all, want to increase
their profits and expand their businesses by eliminating other imperialists. That’s why our struggle
must be geared toward the construction of a new
society where education is designed to develop
the working class.
To struggle for reforms alone creates fascist,
individualistic and racist conditions that divide
the international working class; it only offers a
temporary solution and the conditions to attack
workers at the point of production. That is how
bourgeois dictatorship disguised as democracy
works: it imposes its laws, ideology, economic
and political interests; when this strategy fails it
resorts to an open military dictatorship through
fascism.
The attacks on education are global; our goal
should be to build working-class unity internationally, to confront capitalist attacks and destroy
their system. We can only achieve this goal with
an anti-electoral, revolutionary, international party like PLP.J

CUNY Reds
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LETTERS

We encourage all CHALLENGE readers to send
in letters and articles about their experiences
fighting the bosses worldwide.

Fighting & Learning in Ferguson

During the Ferguson October weekend,
we practiced building with the working
class. We learned so
much from each other, but more from the
workers in Ferguson.
We learned from the
courage of the youth
in Lost Voices, who
lead hundreds in daily
marches to the Ferguson police station with
PLP chants like “Mike
Brown means we’ve
got to fight back,” and
their own “Who do we
want? Darren Wilson!
How do we want him?
Dead! He left Mike
Brown? Dead!”
On Saturday, we
watched a documentary about Lost Voices
with the members of
the group, and had
a sharp conversation
with some of them
about the direction
of Lost Voices. One
member thought we
should vote, but we
struggled with him
over the need for a
violent revolution for
communism because
the capitalist ruling
class will never allow an
election to overthrow a
system that works for
them! They listened.

Calling all college students and workers! Come to Progressive Labor Party’s annual
College Conference in New York City. Get a taste of communist internationalism. Attend workshops on Fascism.
Participate in the panel Fight Like Ferguson. Meet PLP’s campus organizers from all over the country. Greet
workers in East Harlem with a rally for communism. This November 8 from 8 AM to 8 PM.
For more details,contact your local PL’er. Or email desafio.challenge@gmail.com

In the middle of
this, we suddenly heard
that someone was being harassed by the police outside. They were harassing a black
member of Lost Voices who had pulled
up in a car driven by a young white worker. The car had an out-of-state license
plate. Dozens of us poured outside,
surrounded the police cars and started
chanting “Hands up! Don’t shoot!” That
became “FTP! F*ck the police!” and “Hey
hey! Ho ho! These racist cops have got to
go!” We sent them packing. The cops saw
our strength and took off in a full retreat.

ers and everyone was happy to receive
CHALLENGE and thanked us. When we
went to a nearby apartment complex,
the reaction to CHALLENGE was awesome, and people were even more receptive to our ideas. One of the conversations we had was with a young mother
and her child, a high school student.
They were excited when we articulated
our vision of communism, especially
when they thought about life without
the police and landlords.

The working class has power and
once we flex our muscles, the rulers
don’t stand a chance.

Everyone we spoke to was very
turned on by our ideas.

★★★★

The trip to Ferguson that I made with
my comrades taught me about commitment to our Party, and what commitment to the international working class
means.

My morale about this weekend was
low before we went door-to-door selling CHALLENGE, because I was cynical
about the effectiveness of going doorto-door. I was wrong.
The police harassed us within 30 seconds of arriving at the first apartment
complex of almost completely black
workers. When we spoke to a black Vietnam veteran, he told us some things
about life in this apartment complex.
•

Children can’t even bounce any
type of ball without police harassment;

•

People can’t leave their porches
without the police stopping
and asking where they were going;

•

St. Louis County Police began
really moving in after Mike
Brown’s shooting, so now they
get harassed by the Ferguson
PD AND the St. Louis County PD.

We talked with several more work-

★★★★

Almost everyone in our PLP contingent was fighting off some type of fever
or respiratory infection, but no one complained. Not once. We knew the work we
were doing this weekend was important
for the international working class. We
marched in the whipping rain and we
called for armed revolution loudly and
proudly. In between the sharp discussions analyzing our objectives and our
plans, we marched, chanted, distributed
our literature and CHALLENGE. We engaged other workers and students politically with so many positive reactions
it even surprised us a little. And then
we regrouped, took care of each other,
bought more medicine, made criticisms
and self-criticisms, and did it again. And
again.
The person that taught me the most
about commitment, however, was one

of the leaders of the Ferguson rebellion.
This 24 year-old male black rebel from
Ferguson, who has two children, had this
to say: “We got to fight back. Is that even
a question? We don’t have the guns and
tanks like they do but when we were all
in the street together, confronting them
you know, we felt like we could take over
the world. And you know what? All of
those people who came in and told us to
calm down, they ain’t fighting. And then
we saw people like y’all from all over the
world coming and supporting us and we
knew we were right... I’m doing this for
my kids so they don’t have the life we
had. I want my kids to grow up proud
of me. I want them to say “daddy was a
freedom fighter.” That’s what this is. We
fighting for freedom.”
★★★★
PLP’s actions in Ferguson October
reminded us of the power of internationalism. Along with CHALLENGE, we
delivered a hand-written letter. Youth respected that veterans from the U.S. Navy
sent a letter of solidarity to Ferguson rebels. They respected that comrades sent
the message, “All the way from Haiti,
we understand what your struggle is all
about. Just like in Ferguson, the criminal
cops massacre youth.” They respected
that comrades from Mexico wrote, “We
honor Michael Brown and all youth terrorized and murdered by capitalism.”
To win the fight against cops and capitalism, the fight must cross, and finally
demolish, national borders. These greetings and their reception show how potentially powerful PLP’s line “Smash All
Borders” and “One world. One class. One
Party” can be.

Too often, we underestimate the
power of our politics. Ferguson October
was as much a test of PL’s line as it was
a test of PL’s young comrades. PL youth
have learned a lot from the masses this
weekend, mainly that workers are willing to fight for communism. Two Chicago students actively defended us when
pacifist Unitarians tried to attack our
bullhorn. In another case, students took
up the chant, “They can’t stop the revolution. ‘Cause the only solution is communist revolution!” Upon hearing it for the
first time, one woman-student replied,
“Oh, I guess I can get down with that,”
and co-led the chant with the PL’er.
These fightbacks aren’t just happening in the streets. For six days, protesters
occupied the St. Louis University’s clock
tower. Hundreds had turned a march
into a sit-in, which turned into an occupation. Students and residents connected the racist cops in the streets to
the racist policies on campus. Antiracist
fighters clashed with racist pro-DarrenWilson Cardinal fans and outside Busch
Stadium.
In a flashmob, a dozen of mainly
black and white protesters sang “Which
Side Are You On” and unfurled a banner
of Mike Brown at a St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra. In the words of the flashmob
fighters, “justice for Mike Brown means
justice for us all.” Justice for Mike Brown
requires an overthrow of not only the
cops, but the masters of this state: capitalists. Ferguson is polarizing everyday
people — including our friends, classmates, co-workers — to choose between

Continued on page 7
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LETTERS: Fighting and Learning in Ferguson
continued from page 6
siding with workers’ struggles to siding
with the bosses and their ideas. Ferguson has set a new standard for what
fightbacks should look like in the States.
We are eager to bring these lessons back
to our campuses, workplaces, and mass
organizations!

★★★★
The Ferguson October Weekend of
Action was a great opportunity for us
to show our solidarity with the people
of Ferguson. It was great witnessing the
movement happening there. The major
players behind the protests understand
that the system is not working — and
it never will. It was our job and will continue to be our job to make it known that

only a communist society can put an end
to police brutality, wars, poverty, all the
ills that capitalism breeds.
Despite what the ruling class often
portrays, people were generally receptive to what we had to say. The workingclass youth in particular listened to us,
collected CHALLENGE and joined in our
chants. They encouraged our presence.
The tide is indeed changing.

This trip also provided great opportunities for myself and my comrades to
learn the ins and outs of organizing. At
times we were frustrated but we challenged and supported each other to
make this trip a success. For me, our involvement in the Ferguson Weekend of
Action is just a glimpse of what our Party
can do to bring forth a communist society.
★★★★
Last Saturday, three busloads of
workers from Chicago joined the antiracist protest in St. Louis against police
brutality. On the bus and at the march,
we distributed CHALLENGE and supported the enthusiastic chants.
CHALLENGE and the idea that we
need a communist revolution were
well-received, especially by the young
workers and students. In fact one of
the popular chants included “the whole
damn system is guilty as hell”. Some, but
not most, joined our chant, “the only solution is communist revolution.” We have
a lot more work to do before that is a
popular chant, but we will get there.
The PLP “Wanted for Murder” poster
was quite popular. It is possible that the
Ferguson Weekend will mark the beginning of a new anti-racist movement, but
it’s too soon to tell. We do know that PLP
will continue to immerse itself in and
help lead these and other anti-racist, anti-capitalist struggles. I feel lucky to have
been there.
★★★★

ST. LOUIS, October 11 — In “Justice For All” march, students take up PLP chants and literature

N RED EYE ON THE NEWS . . .
Below are excerpts from mainstream newspapers
that may be of use for our readers. Abbreviations:
NYT=New York Times, GW=Guardian Weekly,
LAT=Los Angeles Times

Racism kills 1,200 Canadian
aboriginal women —
Thousands ask, ‘Am I next?’
GW, 10/17 — Nestled near Winnipeg, Manitoba’s
Red River…the body of 15-year-old Tina Fontaine was
pulled from the water….stuffed inside a plastic bag….
Fontaine was aboriginal, from the Sagkeeng First Nation…. Over the past 30 years, 1,200 aboriginal women
have been recorded murdered or missing in Canada….
After the recovery of Fontaine’s body…Holly Jarrett logged on to Twitter and began using the hashtag
#AmINext…to advocate for a public inquiry into the
fates of the women….Soon thousands of women
were…holding signs asking #AmINext” and Jarrett had
received photos and support from 3,600 women….
The prime minister, Stephan Harper….stressed that
the death of Tina Fontaine would be considered a criminal matter, as opposed to a “sociological phenomenon,”
and therefore no inquiry would be called….
Those pushing for a formal inquiry…say the process
would prove …that systemic poverty…and racism form
the backbone of violence against the group.

Capitalist law keeps racism alive
and well

GW, 10/17 — In September 1955, an all-white jury
took just 67 minutes to acquit Emmett Till’s killers….His
body was fished out of…[Mississippi’s] Tallahatchie river
with a bullet in his skull, an eye gouged out and his forehead crushed….”If we hadn’t stopped to drink pop,” said
one juror, “it wouldn’t have taken that long.”
In 2014, racism is more sophisticated but no less
deadly. The grand jury investigating the killing of Mi-

chael Brown is taking its time. Brown, 18,…was fatally
shot by police officer Darren Wilson in…Ferguson, Missouri, in August. Wilson has been suspended on full pay
and has not been charged….

…The judge gave the grand jury 60 more days…until January 7 to decide whether to indict Wilson.
That’s a lot of pop….
There’s only so many black kids you can shoot dead
before it becomes a national scandal….
The grand jury decision is…about the value of black
life….whether it’s the cost of doing business when one
man has a badge and a gun and the other has too much
melanin.
Under slavery, an owner would have to be reimbursed for a slave who was deemed unreasonably
slaughtered. Under Jim Crow they would leave lynched
bodies hanging….
When Brown’s body was left lying in the street for
four hours…, it was an ugly metaphor for the contempt
for black life in this post-civil rights, post-industrial moment — dispensable, despised and discarded….
When black kids fill the jails and the morgues so disproportionately…the law …is in no small part responsible….
…The law is too often, too brutally and too brazenly
proving itself unjust.

Philly students’ walkout and parents
back teachers over union-busting
cuts

NYT, 10/29 — Philadelphia — Money is so short at
Feltonville…, a middle school here that a nurse works
only three afternoons a week, leaving the principal to
oversee the daily medication of 10 children, including a
diabetic who needs insulin shots….
Feltonville serves 541 students, close to 80 percent
of whom come from low-income families.

Such is the state of austerity across Philadelphia…
[that] the district has eliminated 5,000…positions and
closed 31 schools….
…The…board that oversees the Philadelphia
schools unilaterally…canceled the union contract for
teachers and required them to pay…health care premiums from $25 to $67 a month….Health care [cuts] on
the teachers [are] expected to generate about $44 million….
The superintendent said….we have to share sacrifices….
“This is essentially declaring war on the union,” said
Gary Chaison, a professor…at Clark University….
“The state has been starving the school district for
generations,” said…the executive director of…a coalition that represents large urban school districts….
Students…organized a walkout and demonstration
last week to protest the cancellation of their teachers’
contract….
Keith Dorsey said…as he picked up his third-grade
son…, charging teachers for health benefits is “robbing
the children.”

Wholesale killers: over 80,000 safety
hazards in 1,700 Bangladesh
garment factories

NYT, 10/14 — Two big groups of retailers and apparel brands….have finished inspecting nearly 1,700
factories….
A European-dominated group…said…it had found
more than 80,000 safety problems….
…Needed at some sites is removing machinery and
stored fabric from overloaded floors,…others will need
sprinkler systems, automated alarm systems and the
strengthening of support columns.
…[This] after the eight-story Rana Plaza factory
building collapsed in Bangladesh in April 2013, killing
1,129 workers.
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Blood Lies

Fighting
Anticommunist Lies

Book review of Blood Lies: The Evidence That Every
Accusation Against Joseph Stalin and the Soviet Union in
Timothy Snyder’s Bloodlands Is False, by Grover Furr
Since the days of Karl Marx, capitalists everywhere
have tried to convince the global working class that
communism is our enemy. For those who refuse to swallow that fiction, they tell us it’s impossible — because
human nature is inherently selfish.
But the capitalists are holding a mirror and seeing
their own hideous reflection. It is capitalism, the competitive drive for maximum profit, that turns (some) people into selfish exploiters. It is capitalism that violates
everyone’s rights except for an elite few.
The cornerstone of anticommunism has long been
the carefully constructed and widely believed myth that
Joseph Stalin — leader of the Soviet Union for almost
30 years, until his death in 1953 — was a tyrant, a dictator, an anti-Semite, a mass murderer. In short, a monster.
Countless historians and other writers presume that
such a generally held proposition must be true. Any
writers who question it jeopardize their reputations,
jobs, promotions, publication outlets and sometimes
their very safety. Such is the power of a paradigm that
stands between the security of the capitalist class and
its overthrow.

Fighting Anticommunist Lies
Grover Furr, a professor of Medieval English at
Montclair State University in New Jersey, has overcome
these all-consuming fears to write his third book on Stalin. Amid the rubble of anticommunist falsehoods, Furr
is a prolific truth-teller. In Blood Lies he rips to shreds another book, Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin,
by Timothy Snyder, a Yale University historian. Snyder’s
book was published not by a university press but by
the commercial Random House, which has promoted it
for a wider audience. Its author is a shameless liar who
hides his extreme anticommunist bias behind a glossy
academic reputation. That bias leads to consistent distortion, always against the Soviet leadership.
Over more than 400 pages, Snyder tries to show that
Stalin was only slightly less evil than Hitler, and that both
collaborated to murder tens of millions of Eastern Europeans and Soviet citizens. Snyder’s sources are heavily
weighted toward fascist Eastern European and Russian
writers who are themselves extreme anticommunists
and anti-Semites. In general, like the present rulers of
Ukraine, they are the descendants and admirers of Nazi
collaborators during World War II.
Furr began his exploration of Bloodlands by assuming that at least some of it might be true. But he ended
up discovering, and proving, that Snyder’s book is pure
fiction from beginning to end. In a thorough investigation of Snyder’s sources, he finds that many of them
don’t say what Snyder claims they say, or that Snyder has
omitted any passages that contradict his anti-Stalin bias.
In other cases, the sources themselves are simply wrong.
At certain points, as Furr shows, Snyder is an ignoramus;
at other points, he makes it clear that Snyder is
deliberately lying. Like similar works by other
anticommunist authors, Bloodlands, Furr says,
is “propaganda with footnotes.”

The ‘Manmade’ Famine Hoax
For example: Snyder contends that the
1932-3 famine, centered in Ukraine but afflicting other parts of the Soviet Union and
responsible for several million deaths, was
a deliberate plot by the Soviet leadership to
bring the peasants to their knees and collectivize agriculture. Furr shows, by relying on
three agriculture experts, that famines had
occurred in this region every two to four years
for the previous thousand years! The famine
of 1932-3 was exceptional only because collectivization (and the dispossession of thieving landlords and rich peasants) made it the

Red Army soldiers liberating the Auschwitz concentration camp in January 1945,
freeing 7,000 prisoners
last famine in the Soviet Union or Russia to this day. Full
credit for this monumental rescue must go to the Soviet
leadership, including Stalin. But this history is omitted
from Snyder’s version and from all other anticommunist
propaganda, with or without footnotes.
In reality, for centuries collectivization had been a
spontaneous practice by poorer peasants to protect
against the vagaries of weather and crop failures. Under the Soviets, collectivization was responsible for the
production of enough food for both the cities and the
countryside. It underwrote the rapid industrialization
that mechanized agriculture, providing yet more food
for export. It also produced the tanks, guns and planes
that helped destroy the fascist invaders from Germany
and Japan, crushing their dream of conquering and enslaving all of Europe and Asia.
A second example: Snyder argues that hundreds
of thousands of innocent Soviet citizens were systematically murdered in the late 1930s by Stalin and the
Soviet leadership. Hundreds of thousands were indeed
systematically murdered, but Stalin and the leadership
were not the serial killers. The guilty parties, as Furr
shows, were the traitorous internal affairs police (NKVD),
led by Ezhov and Yagoda. For months they covered their
tracks amid numerous other conspiracies that actually
did aim to overthrow the Soviet state and assassinate
Stalin and his allies. The pair convicted and executed

many innocent people as conspirators. Their aim was
to create such strong opposition to the young socialist state and its leaders that the masses would rise up
and welcome the German and Japanese invaders. Once
their plot was discovered, it was abruptly ended. Ezhov
and Yagoda were tried, convicted and executed by the
Soviet leadership, including Stalin.

Read This Book
Furr’s three books on the true history of Stalin and
the Soviet Union, along with numerous articles and
essays, are available on his website, http://msuweb.
montclair.edu/~furrg/. He has an advantage over most
historians in that he reads and writes Russian, Polish,
and Ukrainian. He uses recently declassified Russian
documents about the Soviet era that are inaccessible to
most Western writers.
A dense and detailed work, Blood Lies is well worth
the effort to read. Along with Furr’s other books, Khrushchev Lied and The Murder of Sergei Kirov, it is a must for
those fighting for a revolution for communism. Reading these books and persuading others to do the same
could go a long way toward convincing people to join
Progressive Labor Party and bringing about a communist world.J
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